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ABSTRACT
There is a growing concern about the extent to which algorithmic personalization limits people’s exposure to diverse viewpoints,
thereby creating “filter bubbles" or “echo chambers." Prior research
on web search personalization has mainly reported location-based
personalization of search results. In this paper, we investigate
whether web search results are personalized based on a user’s
browsing history, which can be inferred by search engines via
third-party tracking. Specifically, we develop a “sock puppet" auditing system in which a pair of fresh browser profiles, first, visits
web pages that reflect divergent political discourses and, second,
executes identical politically oriented Google News searches. Comparing the search results returned by Google News for distinctly
trained browser profiles, we observe statistically significant personalization that tends to reinforce the presumed partisanship.

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference → Measurement; • Information systems → Personalization.
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1

INTRODUCTION

When a person looks up information on a search engine, the search
does not occur in a vacuum. Before any particular search is made,
the person has already lived an active digital life—reading news
stories, liking pages on online social media, and posting comments
on blogs—activities that are tracked across the Web to train personalization algorithms. In the current divisive political climate [9],
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people might be more likely to access content online that conforms
to their political ideologies, but little is known about whether accessing certain political content impacts personalization of other
elements of a person’s online life. In this paper, we ask: If a person’s digital life demonstrates a political bias, does that person receive
personalized search results and do those search results reflect that
person’s bias?
Researchers have long been concerned about the effect of selective exposure—seeking information that reinforces preexisting
beliefs while avoiding other information—on democratic societies
[38, 43]. Through selective exposure, people with biases seek out
content that conforms with their preexisting beliefs. For example,
selective exposure to conservative news is associated with support
for strict immigration policies [44], and people who score high on
a scale of modern racism are more likely to view non-traditional
Internet sources as credible sources of news [26]. Researchers have
recently started to question whether algorithms create distinct personalized experiences for users, leading to so-called “filter bubbles”
or “echo chambers” [7, 19, 31]. Algorithms reflect the societies in
which they are produced, so it is unsurprising that they are encoded
with biases [13]. For example, personalization algorithms have been
found to discriminate against women [11] and people of color [29].
While selective exposure requires deliberate acts of media choice,
algorithmic personalization interprets past behavior as precedent
for future preference. In other words, algorithmic personalization
can intensify selective exposure beyond a person’s choice, resulting
in a vicious cycle that can contribute to an increasingly polarized society. According to Pew Research, Americans are more ideologically
polarized now than at any point in the last two decades [9]. This
increase in polarization coincides with the rise of search engines
and social media sites as primary sources of information. Thus, it is
important to study the role of personalization algorithms employed
by search engines in reinforcing pre-existing biases.
Prior research has reported significant personalization in online
advertising based on a user’s browsing history. Personalization in
online advertising [8, 11, 37, 41] is not surprising because behavioral targeting is its key design feature. To target ads, advertisers
employ sophisticated online tracking techniques for profiling users’
browsing habits across the Web [12]. Naturally, we would expect
search engines to leverage browsing history information obtained
by online tracking for search personalization as well. However, prior
studies [16, 20, 42] have reported significant search personalization
mainly based on location, not browsing history.

In this paper, we set out to study search personalization in Google
News using a “sock puppet” auditing system [36] in which we
use automated programs to impersonate users with different political ideologies. While controlling for other factors, we train a
pair of fresh browser profiles by visiting websites that reflect proimmigration and anti-immigration stances. We show that Google
can infer browsing histories of our trained profiles through its pervasive online tracking network and can leverage it to personalize
search results based on recent changes in its privacy policy [2, 6].
We then execute search queries on Google News related to a variety
of political topics. We analyze the search results to quantify the
magnitude and direction of personalization. While personalization
varies depending on the search term, overall we are able to conclude that profiles trained by browsing websites reflecting distinct
political positions indeed receive significant personalization that
tends to reinforce the presumed partisanship.
We highlight the key contributions of our work as follows.
• Methodology: We expand on previous work (e.g., [15, 16]) by
refining the sock puppet methodology for auditing algorithmic
personalization. Our sock puppet system is designed to reflect the
behavior of Twitter accounts with opposing political views. Specifically, we train browser profiles by visiting URLs extracted from the
timelines of these Twitter accounts. We then search Google News
simultaneously from the trained browser profiles using different
search terms related to popular political issues such as immigration
and foreign policy.
• Findings: Our comparative analysis of the search results returned
by Google News provides evidence of personalization based on
browsing history. Specifically, while personalization varies across
different search terms, we note that the search terms receiving
most personalization tend to get personalized results that reinforce
the presumed partisanship. We believe that our findings are different from those reported in prior work on personalization in part
because of our refined sock puppet system design.
Our work presents empirical evidence of political personalization
on Google News based on browsing history. The results not only set
the baseline for search personalization based on political biases in
browsing history, but also contribute to the broader understanding
of selective exposure and algorithmic personalization.

2

SOCK PUPPET AUDITING SYSTEM

The overarching goal of our study is to examine the extent to which
a user’s web browsing history affects algorithmic personalization
in web search. We seek to understand both whether algorithmic
personalization exists and whether it reinforces or dampens the
preferences displayed in web browsing history. To this end, we
design and implement a sock puppet auditing system to train fresh
browser profiles by visiting hyperlinks that embody distinct political discourses and then compare Google News search results for
identical politically oriented search terms. Figure 1 depicts the four
main components of our system that are discussed below.

2.1

Identifying Partisan Hyperlinks

We aim to evaluate Google News personalization based on browsing
histories that reflect different stances on the topic of immigration.
We focus on immigration because it was a key campaign issue in the
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recent 2016 U.S. presidential election [5, 23]. Our goal was to find a
list of websites that reflect pro- and anti-immigration stances in the
context of U.S. politics. To this end, we rely on two popular Twitter
accounts that reflect both discourse communities. Discourse communities are groups of people that come together, whether physically or virtually, for the purpose of building community through
shared goals and forms of speech [39]. For the anti-immigration
stance, we use @wginfonetorg, which belongs to a popular antiimmigrant website whitegenocide.info that is dedicated to “fighting
the crime of white genocide." For the pro-immigration stance, we
use @DefineAmerican, which belongs to a popular pro-immigrant
website defineamerican.com that is dedicated to “shift the conversation about immigrants, identity, and citizenship in a changing
America." Both of these Twitter accounts are very active and fairly
popular. As listed in Table 1, @wginfonetorg has posted more than
63K tweets and has 9.4K followers while @DefineAmerican has
posted more than 17K tweets and has 30.3K followers. Because both
accounts frequently share content from other websites that support
their respective views on immigration, we collected the hyperlinks
posted on the timelines of these Twitter accounts over the duration
of two weeks in March 2017. We treat these two sets of hyperlinks
as representations of pro- and anti-immigration discourses.
Number of Number of Number of Number of
Favorites Followers Followings
Tweets
@DefineAmerican
10,043
30,253
1,776
17,350
@wginfonetorg
1,253
9,424
223
63,916
Screen Name

Account
Creation
May 2011
April 2014

Table 1: Statistics of pro-immigration and anti-immigration
Twitter accounts.

2.2

Training Browser Profiles

Using the two sets of hyperlinks collected from pro- and antiimmigration Twitter accounts, we now train fresh browser profiles.
Specifically, to train the pro-immigration browser profile, we install
a fresh copy of Firefox web browser and open hyperlinks from the
timeline of the pro-immigration Twitter account. Similarly, to train
the anti-immigration browser profile, we install a fresh copy of
Firefox web browser and open hyperlinks from the timeline of the
anti-immigration Twitter account. We take several steps to imitate a
real user during browser profile training. First, we limit the number
of hyperlinks that we use for training per day to 50. To this end,
we randomly sample a subset of 50 hyperlinks from the hyperlinks
posted on the timelines of both Twitter accounts. Second, we add a
random delay averaged at five minutes between opening consecutive hyperlinks during training. Finally, we conduct the training
between 9 am and 11 pm local time to reflect diurnal user activity.
It is noteworthy that we do not create or log-in to a Firefox account during training because it can save bookmarks, passwords,
browsing history, and cookie information. We also do not create
or log-in to a Google account that may be used by Google to link
our account information with browsing history. Therefore, the
only way for Google to know about our browsing history during
training would be via third-party tracking using its own advertising/analytics network (e.g., DoubleClick and Google Analytics)
via cookies or browser fingerprinting [12, 24]. As discussed in related work, prior research has reported on the extensive third-party
tracking capabilities of Google.

search terms
e.g. illegal immigrants
anti-immigration
@wginfonetorg
pro-immigration
@DefineAmerican

Crawling
Twitter
Timelines

hyperlinks

Browser
Profile
Training

browsing history

Searching
Google News

search
results

Quantifying
Personalization
Quantifying
Bias

Figure 1: Our sock puppet auditing system to measure political personalization of Google News search.
Our analysis of the set of hyperlinks used for training browser
profiles shows that pro-immigration training hyperlinks belong
to more mainstream news outlets such as Washington Post while
anti-immigration training hyperlinks belong to more alternative
news sites such as Breitbart and user-generated content sites such
as YouTube and WordPress. We find that several Google owned
domains are top third-parties on these training hyperlinks. For
example, doubleclick.net is the top third-party tracker on both antiand pro-immigration training hyperlink sets. Thus, we conclude
that Google is able to learn the browsing histories of our trained
pro- and anti-immigration browser profiles and can later use it for
personalization of search results.

2.3

Searching Google News

After training fresh browser profiles using hyperlinks crawled from
pro- and anti-immigration Twitter accounts, we are set to conduct
Google News searches. We are interested in testing if web browsing
histories that reflect these divergent discourses would result in
search personalization along politically partisan lines.1 In other
words, we want to test whether a user who consistently consumes
anti-immigration content would receive more or less Republicanleaning news stories in the search results. We execute searches
from three sets of browser profiles: (1) pro-immigration, (2) antiimmigration, and (3) control. The control browser profile, which
is not trained (i.e., by visiting hyperlinks), provides us a “neutral”
perspective to judge whether personalization occurs for pro- and/or
anti-immigration profiles. We execute Google News searches using
different search terms about a wide variety of political topics. We
decide to search for news related to the top-10 most discussed policy
issues on Twitter [23] during the 2016 U.S. presidential election
campaign. We use five different search terms for each of these
policy issues: Immigration, Foreign Policy, Healthcare, Economy,
Abortion, Gay Rights, Gun Control, Climate Change, Education,
and Veterans. For each search term, we repeat the search process
every day over the duration of one week.
To ensure that the search results returned by Google are not
impacted by anything other than the browsing histories, our search
process is designed as follows. First, we use Selenium WebDriver
[1] to automatically conduct searches using the Google News web
interface instead of Google’s search API. We configure Google

News to return up to 100 search results. Second, we use a wait
period of 11 minutes between consecutive searches to eliminate
any carry-over effect [16]. Third, we conduct searches from proimmigration, anti-immigration, and control browser profiles in a
synchronized fashion to eliminate any temporal effects. Fourth, each
browser profile conducts search queries on a separate Amazon EC2
cloud instance to avoid any interdependencies between different
profiles.2 Fifth, we use a static DNS entry for Google News to
ensure that our search queries are routed to the same datacenter.
Finally, to eliminate potential noise in search results due to A/B
testing [30], we train four separate profiles for pro-immigration,
anti-immigration, and control browser profiles. In the absence of
A/B testing, we would expect the same search results for these four
profiles. When there is A/B testing, we can mitigate its effect by
eliminating search result differences. To this end, we compute the
pairwise intersection of search results among the four profiles. We
then use search results from a randomly selected profile from the
pair with the maximum intersection.

2.4

Quantifying Search Personalization

We use trained browser profiles for both pro- and anti-immigration
stances as well as a control browser profile to execute Google News
searches. We can quantify personalization by comparing the presence and ranking of search results across different browser profiles.
First, we quantify personalization simply in terms of the differences
in search results. Let P and A respectively denote the lists of search
results for the pro- and anti-immigration browser profiles. Let C
denote the list of search results for the control browser profile.
We can measure the differences in search results by comparing P,
A, and C in a pairwise manner. To this end, let P − A represent
the set of unique search results for the pro-immigration profile
that do not appear for the anti-immigration profile. Let P − C and
A − C respectively represent the set of unique search results for
the pro-immigration and anti-immigration profiles with respect to
the control. We use |P − A|, |P − C |, and |A − C | to quantify the
differences in search results in the range of [0%,100%], where 0%
indicates no personalized search results and 100% indicates all 100
search results are personalized. Note that since we get 100 search
results for each search term, we have |P | = |A| = 100. In this case,
2 Note that while each Amazon cloud instance has a different IP address, they all belong

1 Note

that the extreme anti-immigration position of those concerned about white
genocide are not wholly aligned with the Republican Party’s nor are the political views
of our pro-immigration profile identical to the Democratic Party platform.
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to the same /24 IP prefix range geolocated in Oregon. Therefore, we do not expect
any IP geolocation based search personalization as has been reported in prior work
[16, 20].

the difference in search results is symmetric in terms of quantities
(i.e. |P − A| = |A − P |) although it may be not be symmetric as the
set (i.e. P − A , A − P). Second, we quantify personalization while
taking into account the ranking of search results across different
browser profiles. To this end, we measure edit distance among
P, A, and C in a pairwise manner. Specifically, we compute the
Damerau-Levenshtein distance [10] which represents the number
of deletions, insertions, or substitutions needed to make a pair of
lists identical. If two lists are identical, the edit distance is 0. The
greater the edit distance, the more different the lists are in terms of
their membership and ordering. Note that both the difference and
edit distance are calculated based on search results as URLs and we
do not consider title or text of these URLs.
In addition to quantifying personalization, we also analyze whether
personalized search results reflect political bias. To assess political
bias, we prefer automatic methods over manual coding because the
latter are expensive and time consuming. Thus, we first try to use
methods in prior literature [21, 22] that can automatically measure
political bias of URLs by analyzing their sharing patterns on Twitter.
Since these methods require a large number of tweets containing
the news URLs, we cannot use them because very few of the personalized search results (URLs) are frequently tweeted. Therefore,
we use mediabiasfactcheck.com which provides the political bias
of 1,540 media sources (identified as domains) on a 5-point scale:
left, left-center, center, right-center, and right [4]. For further quantification, we convert this 5-point scale to specific scores as: left
= -100, left-center = -50, center = 0, right-center = 50, and right =
100. Note that mediabiasfactcheck.com provides the political bias
for domains (e.g., nytimes.com) not URLs. Since we cannot automatically measure the political bias of personalized news URLs, we
estimate their political bias using their domain’s political bias from
mediabiasfactcheck.com.

3

EVALUATION

Table 2 reports the personalization results quantified as pairwise difference and edit distance across pro-immigration (P), anti-immigration
(A), and control (C) profiles.
In terms of difference, although it varies across different search
terms, the average difference between pro-immigration and antiimmigration (P − A) is 3.2%, between pro-immigration and control
(P − C) is 3.9%, and between anti-immigration and control (A − C)
is 3.8%. Using the standard t-test, we are able to conclude that
these average differences are significantly different from zero at
0.0001 significance level. The average edit distance between proimmigration and anti-immigration is 8.4, between pro-immigration
and control is 10.3, and between anti-immigration and control is
10.3. Using the standard t-test, we are again able to conclude that
these edit distances are significantly different from zero at 0.0001
significance level. The edit distance values are higher than the
difference because edit distance not only considers the difference in
two lists of search results but also the changes in relative rankings
of search results. Since difference and edit distance show the same
trend in personalization across different search terms, we focus on
the difference metric for discussion in the rest of this section.
To analyze personalization across different search terms, we sort
search terms in Table 2 in descending order of P − A values for each
policy category. Note that the noise in search results due to A/B
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Policies Search Terms
Comprehensive
immigration reform
Immigra White nationalism
-tion Dream Act
Anchor babies
Illegal immigrants

Difference (%)
Edit Distance
P − A P − C A − C E (P, A) E (P, C ) E (A, C )
6.3

18.2

13.5

14.7

38.5

26.5

4.3
3.0
2.5
1.2

4.2
5.8
4.3
2.3

2.7
4.0
6.8
1.2

8.5
6.7
5.8
5.7

8.7
15.8
14.2
14.2

7.2
11.5
20.0
9.2

ISIS
Foreign Benghazi
Syria war
Policy
Iran deal
Aleppo

1.7
1.3
1.0
0.5
0.0

0.8
5.7
1.2
0.5
0.2

1.8
6.0
1.0
0.3
0.2

4.3
4.8
3.0
0.8
0.0

2.3
13
2.7
1.0
0.2

5.3
15.8
3.3
0.5
0.2

Uninsured Americans
Medicare for all
Health Health insurance
-care
Affordable Care Act
Obamacare

7.2
6.2
4.3
2.7
0.3

11.3
10.0
2.0
5.0
4.3

10.5
4.8
3.0
6.8
4.3

15.7
16.2
15.3
8.2
0.7

24.2
26.0
7.2
17.8
14.5

22.5
11.5
9.5
24.5
14.7

12.0
6.7
2.8
2.8
1.5

16.5
6.2
3.3
0.3
1.3

12.2
1.0
6.0
2.5
0.7

27.3
13.0
7.0
6.8
10.2

39.5
12.0
10.8
0.7
8.2

30.7
2.0
17.3
6.2
5.0

Pro-life
Planned parenthood
Abortion Roe v. Wade
Pro-choice
Women’s rights

5.7
3.5
2.8
1.7
0.5

2.3
7.0
2.2
3.0
2.8

4.0
5.3
4.3
4.0
2.8

19.3
9.0
7.0
4.8
2.0

7.3
14.3
5.8
6.7
16.0

13.3
13.0
11.8
10.7
16.2

LGBT
Gay Traditional marriage
Gay couple
Rights
Marriage equality
Same-sex marriage

4.3
4.2
3.8
3.0
2.0

3.2
2.8
3.3
2.8
1.8

7.0
2.8
4.3
4.3
1.7

14.5
9.7
10.2
8.2
5.0

7.7
6.2
8.0
7.2
4.7

21.2
6.0
11.7
11.8
3.5

Gun license
Background checks
Gun
Control NRA
Gun control
Gun accessibility

4.3
4.3
3.0
2.2
0.7

2.2
2.2
0.3
3.8
0.5

5.7
2.8
3.0
2.3
0.2

10.8
13.8
8.8
5.2
5.8

5.0
6.7
0.7
9.8
3.2

14.3
8.2
8.7
6.8
2.7

Paris climate agreement
Carbon footprint
Climate
Climate debate
Change
Greenhouse gases
Global warming

7.2
5.2
4.5
2.2
0.2

7.2
5.3
3.0
2.2
2.8

8.8
3.0
2.3
8.8
2.7

14.2
11.8
13.8
5.0
0.3

14.2
12.3
8.7
4.7
11.5

15.7
5.8
7.0
16.0
11.2

5.0
3.3
2.8
1.0
0.3

4.7
2.7
3.0
1.8
2.7

0.8
1.5
0.2
2.3
2.8

9.3
12.2
10.3
3.8
0.7

8.5
9.7
10.2
6.5
6.0

1.5
6.8
0.7
9.2
6.3

7.2
3.5
1.2
0.8
0.5

5.8
3.7
1.3
1.2
3.3

5.5
1.3
1.3
1.2
3.2

15.5
9.7
3.7
1.7
0.8

13.2
11
3.7
3.0
8.7

12.7
3.7
4.5
3.0
8.2

3.2

3.9

3.8

8.4

10.3

10.3

National debt
Flat tax
Economy NAFTA
Wall street
Federal budget

No Child Left Behind
Department of Education
Educa
-tion College affordability
Race to the Top
Free community college
Support our veterans
Veterans affairs
Veterans Veterans
Veteran benefits
PTSD
Average

Table 2: Personalization (quantified using difference and
edit distance) for 50 search terms. Note that E (P, A),
E (P, C), and E (A, C) are pairwise edit distance among proimmigration, anti-immigration, and control profiles.
testing among four identical browser profiles for both pro- and antiimmigration is 0.5% on average. Thus, we focus our attention on
search terms for which P −A average difference exceeds 5% because
it is at least an order of magnitude more than the average noise. A
total of nine search terms meet this criterion: (1) comprehensive
immigration reform, (2) uninsured Americans, (3) medicare for all,
(4) national debt, (5) flat tax, (6) pro-life, (7) Paris climate agreement,
(8) carbon footprint, and (9) support our veterans.
The comparison of pro-immigration versus anti-immigration and
control profiles for these search terms reveals interesting insights.

Top-k Search Results
k = 10
k = 20
k = 30
k = 40
k = 50
k = 60
k = 70
k = 80
k = 90
k = 100

Difference (%)
k-Edit Distance
P − A P − C A − C E (P, A) E (P, C ) E (A, C )
2.3
2.4
2.7
5.7
5.7
6.7
2.2
2.4
2.5
6.4
6.3
7.4
2.4
2.5
2.7
6.6
7.3
8.0
2.6
2.9
3.0
7.1
8.3
8.7
2.7
3.2
3.1
7.5
8.9
9.1
3.0
3.4
3.3
7.9
9.4
9.5
3.2
3.7
3.6
8.3
9.9
9.9
3.2
3.8
3.7
8.5
10.1
10.2
3.3
3.8
3.7
8.6
10.2
10.2
3.2
3.9
3.8
8.4
10.3
10.3

Search Terms

B (P )
Carbon footprint
-30.0
Comprehensive immigration reform -35.3
Paris climate agreement
-23.3
Pro-life
36.1
Support our veterans
14.3
Uninsured Americans
-18.8
Flat tax
-4.5
Medicare for all
-27.8
National debt
11.5
Average
-8.6

Table 3: Average personalization for all 50 search terms according to top-k (k∈{10,20,...,100}) ranked search results. We
normalize edit distance (as k-edit distance) to make a fair
comparison across different k values.
First, we observe that five of them (comprehensive immigration
reform, uninsured Americans, national debt, Paris climate agreement, and support our veterans) also have high P − C and A − C
differences. For example, national debt search term has 12.0% P − A
difference, 16.5% P − C difference, and 12.2% A − C difference. This
shows that both pro- and anti-immigration profiles receive personalized search results that are different from each other as well as
different from the control. Second, we observe that three of them
(flat tax, medicare for all, and carbon footprint) have high P − C
difference but low A − C difference. For example, flat tax search
term has 6.7% P − A difference, 6.2% P −C difference, and 1.0% A −C
difference. This shows that the pro-immigration profile receives
personalized search results that are different from both the control
and anti-immigration profile. Third, we observe that only one of
them (pro-life) has a high A − C difference but low P − C difference.
Specifically, pro-life search term has 5.7% P − A difference, 2.3%
P − C difference, and 4.0% A − C difference. This shows that the
anti-immigration profile receives personalized search results that
are different from both the control and pro-immigration profile.
Note that there are search terms for which P −A difference is not
high (e.g., < 1.5%), but it does not necessarily mean that there is no
personalization because their differences to control (both P − C and
A −C) may be high. This is because both pro- and anti-immigration
profiles receive similar personalized search results with respect to
the control so they are not much different from each other. For
example, Benghazi search term has only 1.3% P − A difference, but
5.7% P − C difference and 6.0% A − C difference.
Next, we study the rank of personalized search results to gauge
whether they disproportionately appear at the top or bottom of the
list of results. Table 3 reports the average personalization for all
search terms based on the top-k (k∈{10,20,...,100}) search results. We
note that average P − A difference started at 2.3% for k=10, slightly
increases for increasingly k values, and reaches 3.2% for k=100. We
observe a similar trend for P − C and A − C differences as well as
in terms of edit distance. Note that we normalize edit distance as kedit distance (edit distance/k) for a fair comparison across different
k values. Overall, while personalization slightly increases at bottom
ranks, we conclude that personalization remains substantial for
top ranked search results. Since personalization (in terms of both
difference and edit distance) for several search terms exceeds the
average by multiple factors, we gather that there exists significant
personalization even in top-10 search results.
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Political Bias
B (A) B (P ) − B (A)
10.0
-3.1
-5.9
52.8
25.0
-10.9
-13.3
-37.0
-6.5

-40.0
-32.2
-17.4
-16.7
-10.7
-7.9
8.8
9.2
18.0

1.3

-9.9

Table 4: Political bias for nine top-personalized search terms.
Note that B(P ), B(A), and B(P ) −B(A) respectively are political
bias of personalized search results for the pro-immigration
and anti-immigration profiles, and the difference between
their political bias. Table is sorted in ascending order of
B(P ) − B(A) values. A negative B(P ) − B(A) value indicates the
pro-immigration profile received more Democratic-leaning
personalized search results, while a positive B(P ) − B(A)
value indicates the pro-immigration profile received more
Republican-leaning personalized search results.

We further analyze political bias of the personalized search results for the nine most personalized search terms in Table 2. Using
mediabiasfactcheck.com, we are able to estimate the political bias
of 373 news stories out of 792 (47%) personalized results for these
nine most personalized search terms. Table 4 reports the average
political bias of personalized search results for the pro- and antiimmigration profiles, and the difference between their political
bias averages. The average political bias of pro-immigration profile
is -8.6 which is Democratic-leaning and that of anti-immigration
profile is 1.3 which is Republican-leaning (negative values represent Democratic-leaning and positive values represent Republicanleaning). In other words, the pro-immigration profile receives more
Democratic-leaning personalized search results than that of the
anti-immigration profile. We use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [25]
to compare the political bias distributions of personalized search
results for pro- and anti-immigration profiles. We are able to reject the null hypothesis that both distributions are the same at the
0.05 significance level. Thus, we conclude that the search terms
receiving most personalization tend to get personalized results that
reinforce the presumed partisanship. Note that political bias of
personalized search results varies across different search terms.
Personalization reinforces the presumed partisanship for six out of
nine (carbon footprint, comprehensive immigration reform, Paris
climate agreement, pro-life, support our veterans, and uninsured
Americans) search terms that received most personalization. For
the remaining search terms, it counters the presumed partisanship.

4

RELATED WORK

The most ubiquitous application of personalization is in online
behavioral advertising, which targets users with personalized ads
based on their browsing history. Several studies have reported
personalization in online advertising [8, 11, 14, 41]. Researchers
have also investigated personalization in terms of price steering
and price discrimination on ecommerce sites [17, 27, 28, 40].

A long line of research has looked at web search personalization.
Hannak et al. [16] examined several features such as browser useragent, user’s ethnicity, browsing history, and search query that
Google can use to personalize search results. However, they only
found significant personalization based on Google account login
status and IP geolocation. In a follow-up [18], the author extended
this study to Bing and DuckDuckGo. They found that, on average,
15.8% search results on Bing are different due to personalization
based on the same features as on Google. They found no significant
personalization on DuckDuckGo.
To further examine the role of location in triggering personalization, Xing et al. [42] used a browser extension called Bobble
and reconfirmed that a user’s location (inferred by geolocating IP
addresses) is the most dominant trigger factor for personalization.
Furthermore, Kliman-Silver et al. [20] examined the relationship
between distance and location-based personalization, and the impact of location-based personalization on different types of queries.
They found that the differences between search results grow as the
physical distance between locations of the users increases.
Puschmann [32, 33] analyzed crowdsourced Google search results from approximately 4,000 users for 16 terms related to German
political parties and candidates [3]. He found that search results
are personalized primarily based on location, language, and time.
He concluded that a small fraction of personalized search results,
which could not be explained based on the aforementioned factors, may be trigged by latent (or non-observable) factors such as
browsing history and Google account information that they did not
collect from users.
Robertson et al. [35] audited personalization on Google Search
by asking crowd workers to install a browser extension which collected Google search results for a variety of political search queries
in standard and incognito modes. They found significant personalization based on Google account login status, self-reported usage
of Google/Alphabet services such as YouTube, and self-reported
rating of Trump but not self-reported political party affiliation. In
a follow-up [34], the authors reported that personalized search
results have minimal differences in terms of political bias.
While there is evidence of personalization in ads and ecommerce
sites based on browsing history [8, 41], prior research has found
Google search personalization primarily due to geolocation and
account login status. In contrast to prior work, we believe that our
sock puppet auditing system can help reveal the impact of browsing
histories, which are explicitly designed to reflect different political
ideologies, on search personalization.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Overall, we observe significant personalization based solely on
browsing history. The personalized results tend to reinforce the
presumed partisanship of browser profiles that are trained by visiting web pages reflecting divergent political discourses. Our findings
provide further empirical evidence for the underlying causes of
filter bubbles or echo chambers. The explanation of why we found
evidence of significant web search personalization while past work
did not could be due to the following.
First, our research is different from prior work in terms of the
methodology in training browser profiles. While previous work
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[15, 16] trained browser profiles to reflect different demographics,
we trained browser profiles to reflect different political stances.
Specifically, both Hannak et al. [16] and Haim et al. [15] trained
browser profiles to represent different demographic groups such as
gender, age, income, lifestyle, and ethnicity. In contrast, we trained
browser profiles to explicitly reflect opposing views on the topic
of immigration rather than different demographics. Specifically,
we trained browser profiles using news stories posted by Twitter
accounts who clearly demonstrated distinct political stances on the
topic of immigration.
The second reason could be the difference in search terms that
were used to test personalization. Prior literature reported that
different search terms can trigger different magnitudes of personalization [16, 21]. Unlike previous work [15, 16, 35] which used
search terms covering a variety of topics popular at the time, we
used search terms related to the training topic of immigration.
Specifically, Haim et al. [15] used general search terms such as
“Germany". Hannak et. al. [16] used general search terms about topics such as news sources and literature. Robertson et al. [35] used
general political search terms such as “US President.” In contrast, after training browser profiles reflecting opposing views on the topic
of immigration, we used immigration-related search terms such
as “comprehensive immigration reform" and “illegal immigrants".
We also used search terms about other relevant political topics [23]
such as foreign policy.
Last but not least, the changing nature of Google’s personalization algorithm could be another reason. Google is known to
continuously tinker personalization algorithms as well as update
their data sources over time. For example, Google changed its privacy policy in 2012 [2] and more recently in 2016 [6] allowing them
to combine user data collected across all of its services (e.g., Search,
Gmail, Google Analytics, DoubleClick) for targeted advertising and
content personalization. Thus, Google can now more effectively
personalize search results based on a user’s browsing history inferred from its third-party analytics and tracking network. Since
personalization algorithms are continuously being tweaked, we
plan to longitudinally study personalization for different search
terms over an extended period of time as part of our future work.
Prior work using controlled experiments as well as surveys of
real users [15, 16, 32–35] has not found evidence of significant web
search personalization based on browsing history. While simulating behaviors of real users completely will always be impossible,
controlled experiments such as our sock puppet auditing system
enable us to isolate the effect of different types of browsing history
on search personalization. Thus, in this paper, we studied search
personalization on Google News in a controlled setting by using
browser profiles that were specifically trained to reflect strongly
divergent opinions on the topic of immigration. Using this strategy,
we find evidence of significant search personalization on Google
News. This finding creates an opportunity to conduct further research on other factors that can trigger search personalization.
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